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Abstract

Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2) emerged in West Africa and
has spread further to countries that share socio-historical ties with this region.
However, viral origins and dispersal patterns at a global scale remain poorly
understood. Here, we adopt a Bayesian phylogeographic approach to investigate
the spatial dynamics of HIV-2 group A (HIV-2A) using a collection of 320 partial
pol and 248 partial env sequences sampled throughout 19 countries worldwide.
We extend phylogenetic diffusion models that simultaneously draw information
from multiple loci to estimate location states throughout distinct phylogenies and
explicitly attempt to incorporate human migratory fluxes. Our study highlights that
Guinea-Bissau, together with Côte d'Ivoire and Senegal, have acted as the main
viral sources in the early stages of the epidemic. We show that convenience
sampling can obfuscate the estimation of the spatial root of HIV-2A. We explicitly
attempt to circumvent this by incorporating rat...
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2) emerged in West Africa and has spread further to

countries that share socio-historical ties with this region. However, viral origins and dispersal patterns

at a global scale remain poorly understood. Here, we adopt a Bayesian phylogeographic approach to

investigate the spatial dynamics of HIV-2 group A (HIV-2A) using a collection of 320 partial pol and

248 partial env sequences sampled throughout 19 countries worldwide. We extend phylogenetic

diffusion models that simultaneously draw information from multiple loci to estimate location states

throughout distinct phylogenies and explicitly attempt to incorporate human migratory fluxes. Our

study highlights that Guinea-Bissau, together with Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal, have acted as the main

viral sources in the early stages of the epidemic. We show that convenience sampling can obfuscate

the estimation of the spatial root of HIV-2A. We explicitly attempt to circumvent this by incorporating

rate priors that reflect the ratio of human flow from and to West Africa. We recover four main routes of

HIV-2A dispersal that are laid out along colonial ties: Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde to Portugal,

Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal to France. Within Europe, we find strong support for epidemiological

linkage from Portugal to Luxembourg and to the UK. We demonstrate that probabilistic models can

uncover global patterns of HIV-2A dispersal providing sampling bias is taken into account and we

provide a scenario for the international spread of this virus.
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INTRODUCTION

Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2) is a
rapidly evolving lentivirus with zoonotic origins in sooty
mangabey monkeys (Cercocebus atys atys) that inhabit the
coastal West African forests (Hahn et al., 2000). To date,
eight distinct HIV-2 groups have been identified (HIV-
2A–H), each originating from independent cross-species
transmission events from sooty mangabeys naturally
infected with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIVsmm)
(Damond et al., 2004; Hahn et al., 2000). In several
populations from West Africa, hunting, butchering bush-
meat (LeBreton et al., 2007; Wolfe et al., 2005) and keeping
these primates as pets (Chen et al., 1996) has been a
common local practice, providing ample opportunity for
cross-species transmission to humans. While HIV-2 groups
C–H were only detected in one (Brennan et al., 1997; Chen
et al., 1996, 1997; Gao et al., 1992) or two (Smith et al.,
2008) individuals, HIV-2 groups A and B have established
considerable spread in the human population, causing a
total of 1–2 million cases in West Africa (UNAIDS, 2006).

A recent molecular survey detected SIVsmm strains that
were closely related to both HIV-2A and HIV-2B groups in
faecal samples from free-ranging sooty mangabeys in the
Taı̈ forest in Côte d’Ivoire (Santiago et al., 2005). While
HIV-2B is less prevalent and mostly restricted to Côte
d’Ivoire and Ghana (Pieniazek et al., 1999; Takehisa et al.,
1997), serological surveys seem to suggest that Guinea-
Bissau has been the clinical epicentre for the HIV-2A
epidemic (da Silva et al., 2008; Poulsen et al., 1989). This
group is also present in other West African countries and
Nigeria (De Cock et al., 1990; Djomand et al., 1995; Esu-
Williams et al., 1997; Mabey et al., 1988; Peeters et al.,
1998; Ruelle et al., 2007; Takehisa et al., 1997; Wilkins
et al., 1991; Zeh et al., 2005). Moreover, it has also spread
to countries sharing socio-historical links with this region,
particularly to Portugal and France (Smallman-Raynor
& Cliff, 1991), but also to other European countries
(Costarelli et al., 2008; Kvinesdal et al., 1992; Newmark,
1988; Treviño et al., 2011), the Americas (Ayanian et al.,
1989; Neumann et al., 1989; Pieniazek et al., 1991; Popovsky
et al., 1990), India (Grez et al., 1994) and South Korea (Nam
et al., 2006). Most HIV-2 cases outside West Africa can
be traced to immigration from high-prevalence countries
(Smallman-Raynor & Cliff, 1991). However, the origins and
global dispersal pathways, and whether there is on-going
viral dispersal of HIV-2A outside West Africa are questions
that remain elusive.

To gain insight into the spatiotemporal dynamics of
pathogens, molecular epidemiology frequently resorts to the
historical information embedded in molecular phylogenies
along with the geographical distributions of the contem-
poraneous gene sequences (Holmes, 2008; Lemey et al.,

2009; Nielsen & Beaumont, 2009; Pybus & Rambaut,
2009). Combined with models that accommodate nuc-
leotide sequences with known sampling location, a recent
phylogeographic framework infers ancestral locations at
the nodes of time-measured phylogenetic trees (Lemey
et al., 2009). Since many possible location exchanges are
not expected to have occurred in reality, attempting to
estimate rates of dispersal among all pairs of locations
may suffer from overparameterization. To avoid this, a
Bayesian stochastic search variable selection (BSSVS)
procedure has been proposed to capitalize on those rates
that contribute to the dispersal history with considerable
support (Lemey et al., 2009).

In an effort to uncover the origins and spatiotemporal
diffusion of HIV-2 group A, we analyse all available pol and
env sequences for which time and location of sampling are
known. Because separate gene analyses reveal a strong
impact of sampling heterogeneity on the estimation of the
ancestral root location, we adopt a flexible asymmetrical
diffusion approach that draws inference from multiple
independent loci simultaneously and uses prior specifica-
tions to incorporate immigration fluxes. To determine the
patterns of HIV-2 dispersal at a global scale, we performed
a Bayesian phylogeographic analysis of HIV-2 sequence
data by incorporating isolates from eight West African
countries, Spain, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Sweden,
India, South Korea and Brazil and previously unpublished
data from Portugal, UK and Italy.

RESULTS

Temporal and geographical signal of the HIV-2A
global env and pol datasets

Our analysis of the temporal signal corroborates that
faster evolving genes contain more temporal information
for molecular clock calibration (Table 1) (Wertheim &
Worobey, 2009). Particularly, the env dataset exhibited
stronger temporal signal [ln Bayes Factor (BF)512.9
favouring a model that incorporates sampling dates over
a model that ignores sampling dates, see Methods]
compared with the pol dataset (ln BF52.5), supporting
that HIV-2 group A originated around 1938 [95 %
Bayesian credible intervals (BCI) 1928, 1947]. This is in line
with previous estimates obtained using larger alignments
(Lemey et al., 2003; Wertheim & Worobey, 2009). We
revisited the effective population size dynamics of HIV-2A
through time by applying a relaxed lognormal molecular
clock model with a flexible Bayesian skyride demographic
prior (Minin et al., 2008) to the most informative dataset.
After an initial period of constant growth, the number of
HIV-2A infections grew exponentially between 1950 and
1980 as proposed previously (Lemey et al., 2003). However,
by extending the sampling time range in comparison with
previous analysis (Lemey et al., 2003), our data reveals a
levelling off in the effective population size of HIV-2 from
the early 1990s onwards (Fig. 1). The change in HIV-2A

The GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession numbers for the newly deter-
mined HIV-2 group A partial pol nucleotide sequences are: JQ282087–
JQ282154, JQ267759–JQ267771 and GU133364–GU133366.

Supplementary material is available with the online version of this paper.
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effective population size dynamics towards the present is
consistent with serological investigations (da Silva et al.,
2008; Månsson et al., 2009; Poulsen et al., 1997; van Tienen
et al., 2009), which have even demonstrated a declining
HIV-2 incidence. Finally, we analyse the degree to which
geographical locations correlate with shared ancestry
(Parker et al., 2008). Each sequence was assigned to the
country of sampling and the association index (AI) and
parsimony score (PS) values, which measure the degree of
association between phylogeny and sampling location were
computed. Our analysis of the geographical signal for each
dataset (Table 1) revealed high AI and PS values, sug-
gesting relatively extensive viral migration dynamics among
localities. Nevertheless, the association between phylogenetic
clustering and geographical location was higher than
expected by chance (P,0.0001).

Spatial origins and global diffusion of HIV-2A

To infer the spatial diffusion of HIV-2A at a global scale
we included sequence data from a total of 19 countries
(Supplementary Fig. S1, available in JGV Online). Our data
collection included 70 new pol sequences from Portugal
thus significantly contributing to the collection of HIV-2
nucleotide data from this country, which has experienced
the highest prevalence of HIV-2 outside of West Africa
(Gomes et al., 2003). We used a Bayesian phylogeographic
approach in which the among-location exchange rate matrix
between the two different genomic regions is shared (Lemey
et al., 2009). Based on the standard asymmetrical discrete
model in which transition rates were assumed to be equal a
priori between, from and to West African locations, the
most probable ancestral root location fluctuated between
Caió [a rural location in Guinea-Bissau (Ricard et al., 1994)]

and Portugal for individual or shared analyses for pol and
env (Fig. 2). This may not be surprising as Portugal shares
the same HIV-2A diversity with Guinea-Bissau due to
historical migration, so a larger sample from Portugal may
yield support for this location as the origin of HIV-2A.
Because the standard phylogeographic continuous-time
Markov chain (CTMC) implementation reveals a strong
impact of the sampling heterogeneity on the estimation of
the ancestral root location, we further specified priors that
attempt to mimic the differences in human migration from
and to West Africa. Particularly, we performed different
analyses specifying a range of location exchange priors that
favoured viral migration from West Africa to elsewhere by
factors of 10 : 1, 100 : 1 and 1000 : 1 (see Methods for details).

The individual analysis for each locus places Caió at the
root of the HIV-2A trees using the less informative 10 : 1
prior specification [ancestral root state probabilities of 0.97
and 0.98 for pol and env, respectively, Fig. 2(a) and (b)].
We obtained similar results when sharing the rate matrix
between pol and env for the 10 : 1, 100 : 1 and 1000 : 1 priors
[ancestral root state probabilities of 0.54, 0.70 and 0.94;
0.97, 0.91 and 0.93, respectively, for pol and env, Fig. 2(c)
and (d)]. Using the 10 : 1 prior in the shared model, the

Table 1. Temporal and geographical signal of the HIV-2A datasets used in this study

Global env Global pol

Temporal signal*

ln ML dated tips model (H1) 219244.4 211131.0

ln ML undated (contemporaneous) tips (H0) 219257.3 211128.5

ln BF (H1 vs H0)D 12.9 2.5

Geographical signalD

Association index (AI)d (95 % CI§) 12.04 (11.04–12.97) 21.94 (20.64–23.19)

Parsimony score (PS)d (95 % CI§) 109.61 (103–117) 194.89 (186–203)

*ln marginal likelihood (ML) and Bayes factor (BF) test.

Dln BFs .1 indicates that model H1 is more strongly supported by the data than model H0.

dAll statistics resulted in a P-value ,0.001.

§Confidence interval.

Fig. 1. The historical population dynamics of HIV-2A. Bayesian
skyride analysis depicting the mean changes in effective popu-
lation size (Net) through time with 95 % BCI for the most
informative dataset (global env).

Phylogeographic footprint of HIV-2 group A dispersal
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ancestral reconstruction of the root in pol placed 46 %
of the posterior mass in Côte d’Ivoire. Importantly, this
model extension protects to a large extent against sampling
bias, resulting from a higher number of non-African to
African sequences and efficiently combines the spatial
information embedded in both datasets.

Fig. 3 shows the maximum conservative clade credibility
(MCC) trees for the shared model using the 1000 : 1 prior
specification in which branches were coloured according to

the most probable location and branch width proportional
to location state posterior probability. Identical MCC
topologies were obtained using the separated analyses for
the 10 : 1, 100 : 1 and 1000 : 1 priors and the shared model
analysis using the 1000 : 1 prior (not shown). Our data
suggest that Guinea-Bissau, Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire acted
as key hubs of viral migration in the early stage of the
epidemic. Within West Africa, sequences from Senegal,
Côte d’Ivoire, Gambia and Burkina Faso seem to be de-
scendents from lineages in Caió, although sequences from

Fig. 2. Ancestral root state reconstructions for
the global HIV-2A datasets. The analyses were
performed separately (a and b) and together (c
and d) for each locus and for the shared
analyses (c and d).

Fig. 3. MCC genealogies for the global HIV-2A datasets. The pol (n5320) and env (n5248) phylogenies shown in (a) and (b),
respectively, were generated using a multilocus Bayesian Markov chain Montc Carlo (MCMC) analysis under the asymmetrical
diffusion model using the 1000 : 1 rate prior setup. Branch lengths are shown in units of time and branch widths are proportional
to location state probability. Each colour represents the most probable location state of the descendant node.
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Gambia are also found interspersed with sequences from
Senegal. All Nigerian sequences form a monophyletic
cluster [posterior support 0.99, Fig. 3(a)] that can be dated
back to around 1967 (95 % BCI: 1955, 1977).

Our phylogeographic analyses of the global datasets further
allowed us to pinpoint Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, Senegal
and Côte d’Ivoire as the main sources of extra-regional viral
migration, seeding the virus to Portugal and France, the two
first targets of extra-regional viral dispersion from West
Africa (Fig. 3). Portuguese sequences show no obvious
geographical clustering and were often interspersed among
sequences from Caió, Bissau, Luxembourg, France and the
UK (Fig. 3a). We demonstrate clusters composed of 2–6
sequences from Portugal, introduced from Guinea-Bissau,
and clusters composed of 2–5 sequences from France,
mostly introduced from Côte d’Ivoire, suggesting on-going
transmission of HIV-2A in these countries, although at a
limited level. All Indian HIV-2A env sequences formed a
monophyletic cluster (posterior probability 0.73), possibly
derived from Guinea-Bissau (location state posterior
probability 0.98), with a divergence time around 1964
(95 % BCI: 1951, 1974) (Fig. 3b), more then 20 years before
the first reports of HIV-2 in India (Grez et al., 1994).

Significant pathways of global HIV-2 dispersal

Mapping well-supported rates of HIV-2 dispersal at a
global scale provides an explicit visualization of historical

migration patterns of the virus. Fig. 4 shows the most
significant epidemiological links obtained by sharing the
rate matrix between the two loci and by combining the
analyses for the different location exchange priors in order
to summarize the most robust findings. An interactive
visualization of the BF links generated with SPREAD
software (Bielejec et al., 2011) is available as Supplementary
Fig. S2 (available in JGV Online).

Within West Africa we obtained strong support for
epidemiological links between geographically close localities
such as Caió to Bissau (BF.1000) and Senegal (BF5983.2)
and Gambia to Senegal (BF5107.3) (Table 2). Interestingly,
our analysis further recovered epidemiological links between
Bissau and Nigeria (BF549.6), Côte d’Ivoire and Gambia
(BF532.8) and between Cape Verde and Côte d’Ivoire
(BF527.3) and Cape Verde and Caió (BF516.4).

With respect to migration of HIV-2 out of West Africa, we
obtained overwhelming support for epidemiological linkage
from Bissau and Cape Verde to Portugal (BF.1000 and
BF596.3, respectively) and statistically significant linkage
from Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal to France (BF5193.7 and
BF546.3). Essentially, the extra-regional links identified by
the BSSVS approach are remarkably consistent with known
historical ties. Moreover, sequences from South Korea
formed two clusters with 2 and 6 sequences, consistent with
previous findings (Nam et al., 2006), and the BSSVS analysis
shows support for an epidemiological link with Bissau
(BF526.4). The two introductions of HIV-2A in South

Fig. 4. BF test for significant epidemiological non-zero rates. Epidemiological links with BF support greater than 15 were
obtained by combining the results from three different prior specifications (1 : 10, 1 : 100 and 1 : 1000). The yellow–red gradient
represents the relative strength by which the rates are supported. All locations involved in significant epidemiological linkage are
depicted, except South Korea that was omitted for purpose of clarity (a KML interactive summary is available as Supplementary
Fig. S2).

Phylogeographic footprint of HIV-2 group A dispersal
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Korea probably represent isolated events and do not
necessarily have to directly involve Guinea-Bissau (Nam
et al., 2006), but ultimately they find their most likely origin
in Guinea-Bissau. Finally, in terms of migration events
within Europe, we found significant support for viral
migration from Portugal to Luxembourg (BF543.1) and
the UK (BF529.2).

DISCUSSION

In an attempt to disentangle the diffusion patterns that gave
rise to the global contemporaneous distribution of HIV-2A,
we performed a fully probabilistic phylogeographic recon-
struction of the historical dispersal patterns of this virus. We
have taken advantage of the spatial detail embedded in the
genetic data by using an asymmetrical diffusion model in
which rates of location exchange are shared between two
loci, and we reduce the impact of spatial sampling bias by
specifying priors on viral transition rates that reflect human
migratory flux from West Africa to elsewhere. Despite these
precautions, it remains difficult to accurately estimate
ancestral root locations based on convenience sampling,
which can result in datasets that are not representative for
the entire population. Our statistical analyses based on pol
and env data sampled from 19 countries worldwide show
that the spatial structure of this virus is rather fluid at an
international scale and corroborate that Guinea-Bissau and
Cape Verde, together with Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal, acted
as viral source populations in the early epidemic history,
from where the virus, later on, spread at an extra-regional
scale to countries sharing socio-historical ties. Within West
Africa, most viral flows seem to have occurred between
neighbouring countries, while in Europe viral migration
seems to resemble Portuguese flows towards emigration
hubs (Garcia et al., 2000).

Despite the relatively low degree of association between the
phylogenies and localities indicating extensive viral migra-
tion among localities, we still detect significant spatial
substructure in the HIV-2 phylogenies. Consistently, a
close inspection of viral flow from Bissau to Portugal, and
from Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal to France reveals a scenario
of multiple introductions, resulting in relatively small
clusters of transmission. That the virus was initially
established in Portugal and France and further spread to
other countries within Europe is also in agreement with
HIV-2 being found in European and not only in West
African immigrants (Brücker et al., 1987; Damond et al.,
2001; Soriano et al., 2000; Valadas et al., 2009). Notably,
we obtained strong support for viral diffusion between
Portugal and the UK and Portugal and Luxembourg. In the
early 1980s, Portuguese migrants constituted 26 % of the
total population living in Luxembourg (Garcia et al., 2000)
and viral migration between these countries has also been
depicted for HIV-1 subtype B (Paraskevis et al., 2009). It is
likely that the virus could also have spread from Portugal
to other Portuguese migration centres such as Switzerland,
Belgium and Germany (Smallman-Raynor & Cliff, 1991),
but these either resulted in insignificant onwards trans-
mission or they have not been identified due to a lack of
representative data.

We do not attribute considerable importance to the
evidence supporting a spatial root of HIV-2A in Guinea-
Bissau – even though in line with serological evidence (da
Silva et al., 2008; Poulsen et al., 1993) – over a root in Côte
d’Ivoire, where the closest SIVsmm have been found
(Santiago et al., 2005), because this could also be the result
of a heterogeneous sampling scheme. The global pol data-
set comprised a higher number of sequences from Côte
d’Ivoire, the 10 : 1 and 100 : 1 prior specifications led to
posterior masses of 0.45 and 0.20 for this country being at
the root of the HIV-2A phylogenies. Therefore, we cannot
rule out the possibility that the convenience sampling
utilized here is biased against a spatial origin in Côte
d’Ivoire (Santiago et al., 2005; de Sousa et al., 2010). Our
prior specifications mainly altered support from Portugal
to Caió because sequences from these locations tend to
cluster together. Also, the earliest indications of HIV-2-
positive samples in Côte d’Ivoire date back to the 1960s (Le
Guenno, 1989; Kawamura et al., 1989). Clearly, more data
are needed to establish which location gave rise to the
emergence of the HIV-2A epidemic. The closely related
SIVsmm lineages in Côte d’Ivoire arguably provide the
most compelling evidence for pinpointing the cross-species
transmissions (Santiago et al., 2005). However, in analogy
with HIV-1, for which cross-species transmission most
likely occurred in southern Cameroon but epidemic
establishment may have been in the Democratic Republic
of Congo (Keele et al., 2006), HIV-2A may have been
introduced into Guinea-Bissau early after cross-species
transmission. Human migration between Guinea-Bissau
and Côte d’Ivoire (separated by over 1 400 km) could be
accomplished through boat connections that linked the

Table 2. Most significant epidemiological linkage of HIV-2
group A global dispersal under an asymmetrical model of viral
diffusion (BF.15)

From To BF

Bissau Portugal .1000

Caió Guinea-Bissau .1000

Caió Senegal 983.2

Côte d’Ivoire France 193.7

Gambia Senegal 107.3

Cape Verde Portugal 96.3

Guinea-Bissau Nigeria 49.6

Senegal France 46.3

Portugal Luxembourg 43.1

Côte d’Ivoire Gambia 32.8

Portugal UK 29.2

Cape Verde Côte d’Ivoire 27.3

Guinea-Bissau South Korea 26.4

Gambia Caió 17.6

Cape Verde Caió 16.4

N. R. Faria and others
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most populated ports and through Gambia and Senegal that
together with Côte d’Ivoire recruited the highest proportion
of migrants in this region during this period (Supplementary
Fig. S3, available in JGV Online). Interestingly, our findings
concerning epidemiological linkage between these locations
are in line with this hypothesis. It was proposed that the
emergence of epidemic HIV-1 and HIV-2 was favoured by
commercial sex work in nascent colonial cities, and the
resulting epidemics of genital ulcer diseases, factors that
were relatively important in Ivorian cities, in the 1930s and
1940s. It is further possible that the less prevalent practise of
circumcision in both Côte d’Ivoire and the northern half of
Guinea-Bissau, compared to other West African countries
in the mid 20th century, may have promoted the initial
establishment of this virus in West Africa (de Sousa et al.,
2010). Other studies emphasize parenteral risk factors to
explain both the initial adaptation of HIV-2 to humans
(Marx et al., 2001), and the exceptional prevalence this virus
attained in Guinea-Bissau (Pépin et al., 2006). In addition,
the independence war between Guinea-Bissau and Portugal
might have further contributed to shape the spread of HIV-2
within Guinea-Bissau and outside West Africa (Lemey et al.,
2003). Finally, despite the low prevalence of HIV-2 in Liberia
(Gao et al., 1992), Sierra Leone (Chen et al., 1997) and
Guinea-Conakry (Lakiss, 1991), the absence of nucleotide
data does not allow us to exclude the possibility of an HIV-2
group A origin in these countries.

The discrete Bayesian phylogeographic approach based on
asymmetrical diffusion models provides a powerful frame-
work for hypothesis testing. However, the availability
of sufficient time-stamped and geo-referenced data to
build representative datasets may considerably hamper its
applications. The convenience sampling for pol and env
datasets was skewed in terms of sequences per location and
may therefore constitute only a poor representation of the
HIV-2 genetic diversity in each location. Nevertheless, we
extend an approach to recover spatial detail from the largest
global datasets of HIV-2 sequences collected to date that may
prove useful for future applications. Particularly, we took
several precautions to counteract the impact of sampling bias
and improve the level of accuracy of spatial inference. First,
we used a recently developed discrete asymmetrical approach
that allows location exchange rates to vary according to
directionality (Edwards et al., 2011), which provides a more
realistic description of the diffusion process. Second, we
extended an approach that allows phylogeographic inference
to draw information simultaneously from different loci. This
approach allows genealogical parameters from different loci
to be estimated independently, while sharing the location
exchange matrix between the loci (Lemey et al., 2009).
Finally, we informed the directionality of gene flow by
specifying a range of priors on the transition rates that
attempt to mimic the ratio of human fluxes from and to
West Africa. Although it is clear that the number of
international migrants from West Africa has fluctuated over
the time of observation (OECD, 2011) and that accurate
migration numbers over time might be difficult to assess, this

approach prevents us from drawing conclusions that would
be overly affected by sampling heterogeneity. European
locations such as Portugal were more represented than their
former West African colonies, and many independent
introductions to Portugal ensured that they harbour a
similar HIV-2 genetic diversity as the West African source
populations. In such cases, the mere overrepresentation of
Portugal may bias the ancestral location estimates. Our study
pinpoints Guinea-Bissau and Portugal’s contribution to the
current distribution of the HIV-2A global epidemic and we
cannot exclude that this reflects a bias towards the number
of sequences used from these countries in our analyses.
However, in line with human population movements having
a strong impact in HIV-2 dispersal within and outside West
Africa, it is interesting to note that the highest emigration
rates among the countries affected by HIV-2 were from
Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde and Portugal (Supplementary
Fig. S3). Despite the fact that the compilation of larger and
representative HIV-2 datasets may be a daunting task, in
particular because plasma viral loads are undetectable for the
majority of the infected individuals (da Silva et al., 2008;
Popper et al., 1999), epidemiological inference would
benefit from broader and more comprehensively sampled
viral genetic data.

Overall, our study sheds light on the global spatiotemp-
oral dynamics of HIV-2 and highlights the limitations of
applying phylogeographic reconstructions to convenience
sampling. Further understanding of the key source areas
of viral dispersal and the factors underlying the emer-
gence and spread of fast evolving viruses can help direct-
ing epidemiological surveillance efforts. This is a critical
area for future research that may ultimately contribute
to improve public health measures against infectious
diseases.

METHODS

Portuguese HIV-2 group A isolates. An in-house PCR method was
used to amplify a 1280 bp HIV-2 pol gene fragment encompassing the
entire protease (PR) and part of the reverse transcriptase (RT)
(positions 2517–3748 HIV-2 BEN) from plasma samples obtained
from 70 Portuguese patients as described in Soares et al., 2011. We
used the bioMérieux’s EasyMAG automatic extraction procedure to
extract viral RNA from 1 ml plasma samples. Viral RNA was retro-
transcribed and amplified using Access RT-PCR Core Reagents kit
(Merck) and outer primers JA218 [(+1859) 59-GAAAGAAGCCC-
CGCAACTTCC-39] and JA221 [(23258) 59-GCTCTGCTTCTGCT-
AATTCTGTCCA-39] as described in Brandin et al. (2003). A second
amplification was carried out using AmpliTaq Gold PCR Master Mix
(Applied Biosystems) and the inner primers JA219 [(+1898) 59-
AGGGGCT(A/G)ACACCAACAGCAC-39] and JA220MOD [(23178)
59-GTCTTTATICCTGGGTAGAI(T/G)TGTG-39]. Cycle sequencing was
accomplished using the Big Dye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit
(Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions and using four sequencing primers: JA219, JA220 [(23178)
59-GTCTTTAT(T/C)CCTGGGTAGATTTGTG-39], JA222 [(+2525)
59-ACCTCCAACTAATCCTTATAATACC-39] and JA223 [(22625) 59-
ACTGAATTTCTGTGAAATCTTGAGT-39]. Purified products were run
on an ABI Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) according
to the same protocol, but adjusted to HIV-2 specific settings. Nucleotide
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sequences were analysed with the SeqScape Software version 2.5 (Applied

Biosystems).

GenBank accession numbers. GenBank accession numbers,

sampling dates and locations (either public or obtained following

contact with relevant authors) are available in Supplementary Tables

S1 and S2 (available in JGV Online). Newly determined nucleotide

data were deposited in GenBank (Benson et al., 2005) under the

accession numbers: JQ282087–JQ282154, JQ267759–JQ267771 and

GU133364–GU133366.

Nucleotide sequence data compilation. We retrieved all publicly

available HIV-2A nucleotide sequences with known sampling location

from the Los Alamos HIV database (www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/index).

Multiple sequence alignments were conducted using MAFFT version

6.0 (Katoh et al., 2005) and sequences were edited manually with Se-Al

v2.0 (Rambaut & Drummond, 2007). To improve the accuracy of the

phylogenetic and geographical inference, we excluded sequences from

the same patient and sequences from patients following antiretroviral

treatment. In general, the nationality of the patients was unknown and,

because we aimed to infer dispersal from the perspective of the virus,

only the geographical locations where the virus was sampled were

considered. The final datasets resulted in a total of 320 pol sequences

(L5283 nt, sampling interval: 1985–2009; positions 2651–2933 HIV-2

BEN) and 248 env sequences (L5322 nt, sampling interval: 1985–2007;

positions 7531–7852 HIV-2 BEN), spanning a total of 19 countries:

Gambia (9 pol and 9 env), Senegal (0 and 13), Guinea-Bissau/Caió (16

and 48), Guinea-Bissau/Bissau (4 and 32), Burkina Faso (10 and 0),

Nigeria (11 and 0), Côte d’Ivoire (31 and 4), Cape Verde (15 and 11),

Ghana (1 and 0), Portugal (83 and 53), Spain (21 and 4), France (68

and 21), UK (13 and 0), Luxembourg (12 and 0), Belgium (6 and 0),

Italy (3 and 0), Sweden (12 and 0), India (3 and 45), South Korea (0

and 8) and Brazil (2 and 0). Spatial locations are available in

Supplementary Fig. S1.

Bayesian evolutionary analysis. We estimated the parameters

of a full probabilistic model, including timed sequence evolution,

demographic history and spatial dynamics, using Bayesian statis-

tical inference implemented in the BEAST software package v.1.6

(Drummond & Rambaut, 2007; Lemey et al., 2009) with BEAGLE

to improve run-time (Suchard & Rambaut, 2009). A Bayesian sky-

ride demographic model with time-aware smoothing that does not

require strong prior assumptions was used to estimate a posterior

distribution of the effective population size through time (Minin

et al., 2008). For each dataset, we used a standard general time-

reversible substitution model with gamma distributed rate heterogen-

eity of four categories (GTR+4C) as selected by jModelTest (Posada,

2008).

To evaluate the ‘temporal signal’ in each alignment, the degree to

which genetic divergence accumulates over the sampling time range

was tested for the pol and env datasets independently using strict

molecular clock models. Two evolutionary models were compared:

H1 model (dated tips) and H0 model [contemporaneous tips,

reflecting no accumulation of sequence divergence over the sampling

period (Wertheim & Worobey, 2009)]. Model comparison was

performed using BF estimates that compare the relative marginal

likelihood of the models (Suchard et al., 2001). If model H1 did not

outperform H0 [ln BF,3], data were considered to contain no

significant temporal signal and hence insufficient to serve per se as

evolutionary rate calibration (Table 1). This is analogous to a

previously described likelihood ratio test that compares the dated-tip

clock model against the standard clock model (Rambaut, 2000;

Suchard et al., 2001), with the difference being in our ability to

integrate over all possible phylogenies instead of conditioning a single

topology. To investigate the degree to which geographical locations

correlate with shared ancestry we used BaTS software (Parker et al.,

2008). We first assigned each sequence to the country of sampling.

We computed the AI and PS, which measure the degree of association

between sampling location and the phylogeny and are inversely

correlated with the degree of association (Parker et al., 2008). These

statistics were computed for a null distribution with 1000 replicates

and on a subset of a posterior sample of 500 trees generated from

BEAST.

To reconstruct the spatial dynamics of HIV-2A we used a

probabilistic model of discrete asymmetrical diffusion as implemen-

ted in the BEAST package (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007; Edwards

et al., 2011). The original implementation models the unobserved

diffusion process as a reversible CTMC process (Lemey et al., 2009),

but recently a more realistic extension was developed that allows the

transition rates in the CTMCs (and consequently the directionality of

diffusion) to be asymmetrical (Edwards et al., 2011). Sequence

evolution was modelled using an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed

molecular clock model that accounts for rate variation among

branches (Drummond et al., 2006). By incorporating uncertainty

both in the phylogenetic estimates and location state substitution

process, this approach permits the description of the diffusion process

through estimating the posterior location-state probabilities along all

branches of the phylogeny. In order to achieve statistical efficiency

and identify significant epidemiological linkage among locations, we

used a BSSVS procedure that allows rates to be zero with some

probability (Lemey et al., 2009). Well-supported migratory events

were summarized using the cross-platform SPREAD application

(Bielejec et al., 2011) (discarding 20 % as burn-in) based on a BF cut-

off above 15. Such a stringent cut-off value prevents us from drawing

unwarranted conclusions on the epidemiological links since the

distribution of the number of supported rates as a function of the BF

cut-off was heavily tailed (not shown). The analyses were performed

for the different prior setups both separately for each locus and by

sharing the among-location exchange rate matrix between the two

different genomic regions.

The standard implementation of the discrete asymmetrical phylogeo-

graphic approach assigns the same prior probability distribution to all

of the transition rates in the CTMC. Since representative sampling

was not feasible and both datasets were comprised by a higher

number of non-West African to West African sequences, we specified

a multivariate gamma distribution that considered location exchange

rates from West African to non-West African localities to be 10, 100

and 1000 less likely than the complement rates (XMLs available from

the authors upon request).

We estimated the joint posterior distribution of the full probabilistic

model using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques

implemented in BEAST. Continuous parameters estimates are reported

as posterior means and 95 % BCI. Each MCMC chain was run

sufficiently along after convergence to the joint posterior distribution

to ensure adequate mixing, typically between 50 and 150 million

steps. Marginal posterior distributions of the continuous parameters

and their corresponding effective sample sizes (ESS), a measure of the

number of effectively independent samples from the marginal

distributions, were inspected using Tracer v1.4.1 (Rambaut &

Drummond, 2007). The log files for the location-exchange rate

matrices obtained from the shared analyses for the prior configura-

tions of 10 : 1, 100 : 1 and 1000 : 1 were combined using LogCombiner

v.1.6.1 (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007).

MCC trees were summarized from the posterior distribution of trees

(removing burn-in of 10 %) with TreeAnnotator and visualized with

FigTree v1.3.1 (Rambaut & Drummond, 2007). The modal locations

(most probable reconstructed locations at each node) were coloured

along the phylogenies with branches width proportional to location

posterior probability.
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